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9 of 14 people found the following review helpful
5 What a tremendous aid in understanding world events today.
By timothy k. price on December 25, 2013
This is a book that has to be read. Some people will protest and
call it “anti-simetic” but this is not true.
A large tribe of people will deluge this site with protests against
the book. Pay no attention to them. Read this book.
Showing 1 of 1 comments
Latimer the Cat 1 year ago
“What a tremendous aid in understanding world events
today.”
Of course. Like it or not, today is a reflection of yesterday.
Isn't that why revisionist (real) history publishing was banned
under the post 1917 judaic/communist incursion of Russia?
Isn't that why the other side of the coin (the NSDAP view) of
what's taught as WWII is never taught here in America even
after 70+ years after the conflict?

8 of 12 people found the following review helpful
5 Must read
By john bebekon March 2, 2013

One of the most informative books I have read.If you want a
unsanatised version of events,then this is the book.
Louis Marschalko tell's it like it happened,and is still happening
today.

11 of 14 people found the following review helpful
5 Truth Before It's Time
By john thames “scholar1” on February 25, 2013
Long before the Holocaust denying Institute for Historical
Review appeared on the scene, Louis Marschalko, a Hungarian,
wrote a definitive expose of the six million myth in the context of
a book exposing world-wide Jewish conspiracy. Remember, the
book was published in English in the late 1950's and got
everything right long before its time. Although there are a few
mangled quotations and slight errors of fact, Marschalko saw
through the fog of propganda long before organized revisionism
appeared on the scene. It is a remarkable book - and one still
worth reading if you can find it.

19 of 23 people found the following review helpful
5 The Clearness of Marschalko.
By Paul Wasa on May 12, 2010
Mr. Marschalko does a good job in exposing the poisoning mind
of the Jews worldwide.
He's very well documented and has a very clear insight on things
gone by. He analyzes the 2nd World War regarding the Jews and
draws the most logical conclusions.

A book not only worth of being read, but I should say “a must”
for younger people, who know nothing about WWII but from
Jewish books and Jewish propaganda films, most of them untrue
or biassed.
Paul Wasa.

Honest Critic 4 months ago
agreed... good read... goes hand in hand with a Greater Miracle of
the Lost Ten Tribes Discovered and Fearless and Godly Pioneers
for the Truth (which also gives a short bio. on Marshalko)... read
it before you dismiss it.

31 of 34 people found the following review helpful
4 Controversial, but interesting
By S. Swink on August 27, 2007
Louis Marschalko - a Hungarian nationalist - published this book
book in 1958. “The World Conquerors,” surveys the worldwide
advance of communism from a decidedly Catholic perspective.
The author's argument is that communism is a worldwide
movement, promoted everywhere by the same worldwide,
transnational force.
In four chapters relating to WWII, “The Real Victors of the
Second World War”, “Revenge is Ours”, “New Purim and
Nuremberg”, and “What Has Become of Six Million Jews?”,
Marschalko proves himself a one-man Institute for Historical
Review.

Good Morning from the
Zundelsite
Copyright (c) 1997 - Ingrid A. Rimland

September 23, 1997

In a book review published with permission from Granata
Communications, below I give you yet another excellent summary of
a classic:
Louis Marschalko’s book, “The World Conquerors,” first published in
1958, is more timely now than ever. It is one of those volumes whose
prophesies lies in fulfillment.
Written by a Hungarian nationalist, it surveys the worldwide advance
of communism as the unfolding of the scheme of the notorious
“Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion”.
The book's thesis is expounded in its first chapter. Entitled “The
Oldest Nazism in the World”, Marschalko shows the bolshevism of the
Old Testament. The Fuehrership of Moses laid the foundation for all
that has come since.
Although not a study of organized religion, the author's side
comments show astounding clarity. The Catholic perspective of Mr.
Marschalko underlies his opposition to “The World Conquerors” he
exposes: Christianity as the antithesis of Judaism, Protestantism as a
reversion to the barbarism of the Old Testament, the ancient worship
of the Golden Calf as the basis for emerging capitalism.
The rest of the book piles fact upon fact to make its case. The Jewish
background of communism is thoroughly explored. Much of the

material is familiar. However, a very valuable survey of communism
in South America is included. This reinforces the author's argument
that communism is a worldwide movement, promoted everywhere by
the same worldwide, transnational force.
Moving on, Marschalko examines the real nature of the German
National Socialist regime. Its achievements are noted, as well as the
real reasons for the war. Hitler's Germany had to be destroyed if the
program of the “Protocols” were to be fulfilled.
The author provides much information on the persecution of the
Germans in Poland at the time when such claims were almost
universally dismissed as propaganda.
The section on World War II and its aftermath is astounding
Revisionism ahead of its time. In four chapters, “The Real Victors of
the Second World War”, “Revenge is Ours”, “New Purim and
Nuremberg”, and “What Has Become of Six Million Jews?”,
Marschalko proves himself a one-man Institute for Historical
Review.
The Jewish staffing and orchestration of the Nuremberg Trial, the
east-west collaboration in the hounding of “war criminals”, the real
fate of the fabled Six Million, the setting up of Jewish persecution as
the moral standard of the post war era, all are devastatingly analyzed
to show the vested interests at work.
Even the well-informed reader will be amazed at the cohesion and
extent of the Jewish revenge which was taken post-1945 in Europe.
Each of these chapters can and should be expanded into full length
books. Until that happens, these four chapters may be taken as a
primer on the subject.
The rest of the book covers the post war era of the Cold War up to the
date of publication, 1958. The Jewish involvement in the atomic bomb
treason, the Hungarian uprising of 1956 and the efforts of the Jewish
media to cover up anti-communist exposures by Senator Joseph
McCarthy and others confirm the blackout on truth by “The World
Conquerors”.

Particularly valuable is the voluminous evidence presented on the
post-war Jewish control of the Soviet Union. Marschalko
convincingly argues that the deportation of Western Russia's Jews
ahead of the Nazi invasion created a second Iron Curtain. The Jews
were concentrated in the Soviet arms production factories behind the
Ural Mountains. This allowed them to retain a key grip on power
while denuding the western provinces where Jews were never popular.
The United Nations is also exposed as a front for Jews. A voluminous
list of Jews in key positions is appended. In reviewing the evidence, it
is difficult to conclude anything other than that the shoe fits.
If there is no Jewish conspiracy at work, the world has been treated to
amazing coincidence. A better explanation is that Louis Marschalko is
right. His presentation is logically lucid and well documented. It is
also easily read and easily understood. A short book of only 296
pages, it is hardly all-inclusive. But as a statement of the essential
facts, it has stood the test of time. It summarizes the facts and points
the student in the proper direction for further research.
(Copyright 1958, reprinted 1983. Translated from the Hungarian by A.
Suranyi. No Library of Congress #. No ISBN.)
Thought for the Day:
“There are persons, too, who see not the full extent of the evil
which threatens them; they solace themselves with hopes that the
enemy, if he succeed, will be merciful.”
“It is the madness of folly, to expect mercy from those who have
refused to do justice; and even mercy, where conquest is the
object, is only a trick of war; the cunning of the fox is as
murderous as the violence of the wolf, and we ought to guard
equally against both.”
(Thomas Paine)
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http: //en.metapedia.org/wiki/LouisMarschalko
Louis Marschalko (September 11, 1903 — May 20, 1968) was a
Hungarian nationalist writer and author of The World Conquerors
(1958).
His father was a secondary school teacher, his mother a musician.
He started to work for nationalistic newspapers. He lived in Debrecen
until 1936, when he moved to Budapest. He wrote the booklet Who
Betrayed Hungary in 1918-19. The booklet was banned after 1945, as
anti-judaic and anti-semitic, even though the author had no influence
to the fact that over 90% of the betrayers and Bolsheviks were Jews.
He opened the eyes of the Hungarian readers with that book, since

only few knew, that most the betrayers were Jews. Jews in Europe
generally hide their Jewishness in the public.
He did not come home 1945, but had to remain in Munich, since
otherwise the Bolshevists for sure had killed him. He wanted to
emigrate to the USA, but having spent some months on Ellis Island in
New York, the American immigration authorities refused his
immigration application due to Jewish influences. He returned to
Munich and worked as a simple worker, and wrote his books and
articles at night.
Since Jews (Martin Himler and others) who betrayed Hungary and
caused lot of suffering in Hungary, appeared after the Second World
War in Europe as American officers in CIC uniforms, and gathered
East-European patriots and delivered them to sure death under the
Bolshevistic regime of their race-companions, wrote some scandalous
smear books about Hungary and Hungarians, he wrote about the role
of Jews in Hungary and in the world. (Conquestors of the Country,
Conquestors of the World). He was also co-author of the book
“Accusing Gallows” that described the tragic destiny of the last legal
Hungarian administration. His book “Conquestors of the World” was
published three times in the USA, but he did not receive any royalties.
He died in Munich, 1968. On his grave there are the words:
“For God, our country and freedom, forever”.

[Inside dustcover]
The Second World War was said to have been waged for “the rights of
small nations,” but the author, like countless other Hungarians, is
literally “on the run from Communism.” He has been living in exile

since 1945 because of his anti-communist views, Although he was
never a member of any party, the Communist regime of Hungary, with
typical effrontery, demanded that the U.S.A. authorities “hand Louis
Marschalko over as a war criminal.” A former special correspondent
of two leading newspapers in pre-Communist Hungary, Marshalko is a
brilliant novelist, playwright and poet and has many hundreds of
articles to his credit. World Conquerors expresses some of the
bitterness and contempt of millions of enslaved Europeans for the
rulers of the “victorious nations.” It shows that by being urged to
throw off the German yoke, the central European nations were tricked
into becoming satellites of the Soviet.
World Conquerors indicts the real war criminals. It gives horrifying
glimpses of the agony behind the Iron Curtain and describes the plot
to extend the slave system to the Western world. Thousands of copies
of the Hungarian edition have been sold and this English translation is
published to warn the West. It is written by one who is a firm friend of
the English-speaking people but an implacable foe of their vacillating
and corrupt governments.

Introduction
For more than a century, under various pretexts, a battle has been
waged for power over the nations. The exercise of power has become
the supreme aim of many people. Bankers, politicians, clergymen,
trade union leaders and Communist Party secretaries are all on the
hunt for power. The storm troops of the dictatorships are no longer
shouting the old Socialist slogans. They declare openly and trumpet
brutally “Power is what we want”. And the so-called Democratic
parties, though trying to keep it a secret, have also in their hearts
actually adopted the dictatorial battle-cry, “Power is what we want”.
Power, like possession of the magician’s wand, has become their
obsession in life and it does not matter how it is achieved, whether
through Conservative or Labour parties or through the Christian
churches.
The structure of modern society with its overpopulation has as a
consequence developed the idolatory of power. The golden calf has
been taken off its pedestal and has by now become a secondary
emblem only. The gold, the wealth and all parts of the symbolic sacred
animal of Capitalism can be apportioned, distributed or sold by
anyone who has the power to do so, as if it were meat in a butcher’s
shop. The Church aims to attain power by controlling the human soul,
the Marxist through the autocracy and omnipotence of material means,
the banker by his gold or by holding in his hand the control of the
Press, the Bolshevist by the sheer brutality of the tommy-gun. But all
parties, groups, sects, democracies, dictatorships and churches have
one thing in common: they all want power. And this is quite
understandable, as power often appears to be absolute, more even than
all the gold in Fort Knox. For if that gold were evenly distributed
among all the people on earth the share per head would be so small
that it would hardly be worth anything.

But power over empires, states, societies and continents is infinite. It
can be distributed like the five loaves and two fishes apportioned by
Christ. It secures ministerial posts, episcopal positions and benefits,
senior ranks in the police force, party secretaryships as well as other
major and minor offices. But only for those who are the followers of
power or who belong to the organisation of the bosses holding power.
Included are those belonging to the following the party leader, trade
unions, boss, dictator or bankers; those who are members of some
democratic union. Christian trade unions or, of course, any of the
masonic lodges.
So it is quite understandable that in these days nearly every slogan and
school of thought is directed at one thing only — the seizure of power.
“Let us pray” say the churches, but behind their words it is not always
Christ’s kingdom that is built, but the worldly power of some high
priests engaged in double-entry book-keeping. “Freedom” shout the
Communists to their bamboozled Party members and followers but as
a background to this empty slogan loom the torture chamber, gaol
[jail], detention camp and the gloomy hovels of Siberian slavelabourers. Here we find side by side the misery of exploitation and the
power and wealth of the privileged Communist ruling classes.
“Democracy” is the slogan proclaimed throughout the Western world,
but it is well known that the voting system here does not represent the
power of the people, but merely screens the mysterious influence and
hidden rule exercised by secret cliques.
Behind these false facades is hidden the substance of the most satanic
dream of the world conquerors — to become the masters of the whole
world! How can this ambitious goal, the dream and aim of Caesars,
dictators, bankers and trade union potentates ever since Ezra and
Moses and through Alexander the Great to Stalin, be achieved?
Conventional armies have become obsolete for furthering this
purpose. The hydrogen bomb might wipe out both parties. Both
parties can be attacked by rockets. Such a conquest is now
impracticable, so the plan is to conquer the world by “peaceful”

means, such as by the cheque book, by Unesco [United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization], by re-education,
by a new moral code and by peace-propaganda. From this idea Lenin
developed and built up his diabolic strategic system to seize and
expand power, and this system under the name of Bolshevism has
proved until now to be irresistible everywhere where people were
unaware of the details of this power-technique.
The supposedly cultured world failed to realise, however, that Lenin’s
Bolshevism was a component only, such as were also Marxism,
Freemasonry and Capitalism itself. For there existed another more
thorough, universal and gigantic scheme which had been working
already for over a century and a half, its aim by now very nearly
accomplished. On the basis of ancient doctrines this latter scheme was
not going to conquer global power for any of the “isms”, parties, sects,
churches, professional organisations or social classes, but exclusively
— for one nation only.
The plans for Lenin’s system were to some degree rough and
superficial. Their greater weakness was akin to that of a general who
lets the enemy know in advance the point oI attack and the strength of
his forces and the tactics he intends to employ. Whereas, the other, the
great fundamental plan, proved much more effective because,
similarly to historically successful military operations, it has carefully
guarded its secrets from outsiders and indeed often from initiated
persons also. Its greatest asset was that it appeared much more general
than, for example, the schemes of the trade union leaders limited to
the class struggle, or the tactics of church leaders restricted to the
spiritual level.
It was perfect and absolute Totalitarianism.
This planning, even to-day, does not attempt to capture global power
by means of any particular movement or political system but through
the simultaneous use of all creeds, churches, materialisms, political

doctrines and patterns of power. It wishes to get built into all
positions, movements, churches, masonic lodges and trade unions. It
wants to take possession of all key positions in the most opposing
movements, in the churches, parties and trade unions. It desires to
hold in its hand both Bolshevism and capitalism, materialism and
idealism, to capture or hire spiritually all writers, artists, politicians
and the mob. It aims at not being visible anywhere, but at being
present everywhere and at directing and controlling everything. To
divide and rule! To march detached but at a given moment to assault
united.
Anybody now surveying the world and world affairs may well realise
that this plan has already taken shape. The atomic fission of human
society has achieved perfect success. Mankind is divided not only by
the natural God-created races and nations. Even the nations are split
up now. East and West Germany are divided, as are also North and
South Korea. China, Indo-China and Trieste, are split up or separated
while Europe is divided by the Iron Curtain. Populations are split up
and divided into white and coloured persons, capitalists and
Bolsheviks, employers and employees, moneyed classes and working
classes, Catholics and Protestants, suppressors and suppressed, victors
and vanquished. But, as we will see later, all this chaos, disorder and
division is directed by the same iron will, by the same secret force
acting according to the interest of the leaders of a single race of 15
million people. They are to be found behind the well-padded doors of
world capitalism as well as behind the thick walls of the Kremlin. It is
they who instigate enraged crowds to strike and demonstrate while at
the same time giving wage rises and promoting inflation. They attack
Christianity while acting simultaneously as trustees of the gold and
other assets representing the earthly power of the churches “whose
kingdom is not of this world”. They are the atom scientists and the
anti-atom humanists; they are the masters and the murderers of the
Communist secret police, yet at the same time they condemn the
murders of the nations in UNO [United Nations Organization]. They
are the arch- enemy of patriotic ideals; they preach against the

sovereignty of states and against racial discrimination, while all the
time representing a racial nationalism of a vehemence so far unknown
to have ever reigned over the nations of the earth.
Our globe with all its Continents — either openly or secretly — is
already dominated by this Jewish nationalism. By using certain
methods this fact can be demonstrated just as the presence of atomic
radiation can be demonstrated by the aid of a geiger counter. For
instance, should any nation, state, press or politician, parliament or
any other person commit any act not forbidden by law or by the moral
code against another state, class or person, then in this sublime age of
democracy everything is free and permitted without risk. But should
anyone commit the same act against Jewry or even against one Jew,
the Jews will wipe off from the face of the earth this offending entity,
whether it be an individual or a great nation. This will be effected, if
necessary, by the atomic bomb or by the victorious Red Army or by
the aid of any of the “democratic” constitutions, perhaps by the use of
terror prisons or the cheque book or tommy-gun.
Amongst many other things this invisible seizure of power owed its
success to mis apprehension and oversight on the part of anti Jewish
people during the last century. They regarded the Jew as an
internationalist, which is not the real reason for opposing him. On the
other hand, one could not justify his behaviour in destroying his
fellow-men any the easier because his motives were based on race,
creed, or birth, which, in fact, is what does motivate them. So we are
convinced that it is our God-granted right and human duty to fight
against the reign of terror exercised on a supernational level by a small
fanatical nationalist minority which has subjugated the world and
driven mankind far along the road to total extinction.
By the flash of the atomic bomb we should see at last that we are
living in a false, dishonest, deceitful world-order, in a disorganised
society on the eve of a universal catastrophe. This Satanic tribal
nationalism holds world power in its grasp. It holds the hydrogen

bomb, and in its mad blindness could destroy the whole of the globe
and, with it, humanity. Is all this a bad dream or a nightmare? To
answer this question we must learn more about this tribal nationalism
and its tactics. Then we shall see that the nightmare will resolve itself
into reality and fact.

http: //educate-yourself.org/cn/worldconquererchapter1.shtml

Chapter Thirteen
Biological Class Warfare Against All Nations

ORTEGA Y GASSET wrote his book La Rebelion de las Masas in
1929, and it can be regarded as a basic work relating to the nature and
problem of the masses of human society. But the importance of the
masses was recognised long before the great Spanish sociologist wrote
his work, The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion mention as
early as 1897 that they had;
“replaced the ruler by a caricature of a government”, i.e., “by a
President, taken from the mob, from the midst of our puppet
creatures, our slaves”.
“Our puppet creatures, our slaves!” This definition has a decisive
importance in assessing the problem of the Jewish world conquest.
No doubt Capitalism, with its higher standard of living, improved
social conditions, prolonged expectation of life, reduction of death
rate, etc., has greatly increased the numbers of the masses. Hegel,
Malthus and Marx all noticed this increase of the masses and the
menace of over-population, which by itself is nothing but a simple
biological and statistical fact. Neither Jewry nor Bolshevism has
anything to do with this biological phenomenon, which can be
regarded as an example of the natural fecundity of life. Then, first
Marx, and later the Protocols, recognised the sinister possibility of
“melting down” large crowds of people so as to form a characterless
mass. To make a herd-like crowd out of the people is the surest way
not only towards achieving Jewish world power but towards achieving
power for any minority group.

“Without an absolute despotism there can be no existence for
civilization…” state the Protocols, for: “What we have got to get
at is that there should be in all the States of the world, besides
ourselves, only the masses of the proletariat, a few millionaires
devoted to our interests, police and soldiers.”
[Page 185]
“The division of society into masses and elite,” writes Ortega Y
Gasset, “is not so much a social differentiation as a classification
of people into categories which do not necessarily coincide with
the ranks of the higher and lower social classes. Strictly speaking,
each social class has its masses and its elite.”
It is not difficult to recognise that ceaseless striving towards
increasing the masses at the expense of the elite, which has been in
progress throughout the century. To this result, no doubt, certain
biological and hereditary factors contributed. These are dealt with by
the American professor Lothropp Stoddard in his book Rebellion
Against Civilisation. He ascribes the present crisis of humanity to the
biological degeneration of the various races and to the
disproportionate increase of world population — especially of the
lowest and most worthless specimens. But world Jewry did its utmost
to speed up this process during the century that has elapsed since the
Marxist Manifesto. Proletarians such as those composing the assault
troops of Béla Kun or Sidney Hillman, who never bothered to
consider what were the real aspirations of their leaders, became
natural storm-troops of the masses.
The theory of the class struggle, a typically destructive Jewish
invention, tends in itself to increase the number of the mob. It levels
downward and lops off heads above the average. The Press, and later,
both radio and television, reinforced by the Jewish mentality of the
Hollywood film industry, also contributed to the production of men

with robot-like minds. Moreover, the mercenary spirit [e.g. a paycheck
and a job are more important than loyalty to the country and its
citizens] will neither educate the masses nor raise their intellectual
status. On the contrary, by descending to the low intellectual standard
of the average person, it will improve conditions for traders. In
countries already conquered by Bolshevism, the breeding of
colourless, leaderless masses, under the sole control of the “chosen”,
is proceeding according to carefully worked-out plans. The Russian
aristocracy, the middle classes, the intellectual elite, the landed
peasantry and those workers who could be regarded as the elite of the
working class, were all executed. The independent landed peasantry
were robbed of their lands and deported to Siberia. Individual and
independent small holdings were replaced by the kolkhoz system, and
the “liberated” proletarians were enlisted in the workers’ divisions of
the factories where they had no leaders any longer but lords and
masters only [a two tier feudal arrangement of slaves and masters].
[Page 186]
The Jews sitting in Stalin’s brains trust were always aware that the
“ruthless despotism” of the Protocols can only be exercised over herdlike masses. The greatest menace of Bolshevism is its creation of a
herd-like mentality in the people, which thinks in terms of the lowest
intellectual levels, which destroys all initiative in the individual and
kills all differentiation of taste and personality. There are no Russian
people left but Russian masses only, and in thirty years’ time the same
statement will apply to all the other enslaved States behind the Iron
Curtain. There will be just masses all the way from Vladivostok to
Stettin. The colour of their skin may be usually white, sometimes
yellow, but their distinguishing characteristic will be the negative one
of belonging to the [new] masses. This will be a mass-produced,
homogeneous and characterless human pulp that has been churned out
on the assembly lines of the camps and in the retorts of Communist
education propaganda. This is the youth produced by Communism and
trained to have no individual thoughts or ideas of their own. They

have ready-made slogans only, coined by propaganda. This is a herd
of anthropomorphous beings, shepherded by Jewish commissars
armed with tommy-guns. One sees no longer the glittering billions of
single water-drops but only muddy and turbid floodwaters.
So-called civilised man of the Western world is still unaware of the
meaning and importance of these anthropomorphous masses which
have lost all knowledge of the outside world, of the beauties of life
and of the value of personality. The Iron Curtain hermetically sealed
them off from living thoughts and ideals. They possess less knowledge
of the outside world than had the people of the Middle Ages. They
know nothing about history, culture or present-day life in the West.
They live in a distorted dream world produced and projected for them
by Ilya Ehrenburg and David Zaszlavszky.
But unfortunately the proud citizens of the West are little better off in
this respect. Their knowledge, general outlook and political ideas are
similarly mass-produced, controlled and directed by their Jewish
entertainment monopolies. The personality of Western man has
atrophied and his national heroes have been forgotten. Their place was
taken by that most ridiculous figure of Western democracy, the “man
in the street”, i.e., by the average half-educated, ignorant human being
who is unable to think for himself.
[Page 187]
Today this person states his opinion in the Press, answers the
questions of the Gallup poll and represents public opinion and “world
conscience” in the name of which the scandal of Nuremberg was
staged and the massacre of Katyn was hushed up. What does this
“sharp-witted” individual, this constant reader of picture-comics and
detective stories, know about the “Elder Statesmen” performing
behind the screen of the political parties, about the plans of the
“initiates”, about decisions of the lodges and about the lies of the
Press? He simply reiterates everything hammered into his head by

journalists and newspaper kings of Galician Jewish origin. And the
columnists of democratic and republican organs alike will, of course,
only spread such “opinions” as favour the world conquerors.
Thus we can readily understand how it is that the so-called statesmen
who appear to rule the world are, on the one hand, puppets of powers
behind the scenes, and on the other, slaves of the mob. Politicians do
not act any more according to the rules of common sense, but are
obliged to rely on the taste and mood of the masses. They think in
terms of the masses and they allow themselves to be carried away by
the masses. The statesman of the past, after working out a clever
programme, submitted it to the electors, hoping to convince them to
do the right thing, i.e., to adopt his proposals. The present-day
politician first tries to find out the general trend of public opinion and
then adjusts his own views to this. But when Jewry, disposing of all
the modern media of propaganda, made the masses its sounding board,
statesmen dependent on the masses fell a ready victim to the will of
Jewry.
The most successful politician in these days of “peace” is he who can
drive the largest crowds to the polling booths, to prop up by votes the
policy he has broadcast previously through radio and television.
Even war itself no longer serves as a last resort in the pursuit of higher
ideals; it has one purpose only, which is the extermination of large
masses of people. The A-bombs, H-bombs and carpet-bombs are no
longer weapons of war between nations, but between masses. A lurid
murder, or social scandal connected with a film star, makes headlines
nowadays, but 300,000 dead in Dresden or 70,000 in Hiroshima can
be ignored or perhaps dealt with in a small news item of five lines.
[Page 188]
We have already mentioned that world Jewry, in order to increase the
number of destitute masses, utilises mankind’s natural urge for

revenge. After the last war, many people thought that the increase in
the number of destitute masses was the work of Bolshevism, and thus
Yalta and Potsdam were debited to Stalin’s account. However, after a
certain time, it transpired that during the Potsdam Conference, held
under triumvirate of Stalin, Truman and Attlee, world Jewry In the
form of the Morgenthau Plan and the Gomberg Plan stood by all the
time in either democratic or Bolshevik guise. The purpose of both was
the extermination of the elite and the reduction of the people to
destitute, herd-like, characterless masses.
The Potsdam Agreement made twelve to sixteen million people
Stateless. The Eastern European independent landed peasantry, and
the skilled craftsmen and artisans of the Sudetenland were reduced to
a destitute proletarian mass thrown across the frontiers with a hundred
pounds weight of luggage per head. The Nazi professors were forced
to do the job of street sweepers and the Nazi street sweepers were
thrown out of their jobs. The Transylvanian Saxons were carried off to
Siberia, while the highly cultivated German settlers of Southern
Hungary and Northern Yugoslavia were sent to Tito’s extermination
camps, where glass powder was mixed into their food. Sixteen million
people were torn from their country and made into a rootless,
Stateless, destitute, hungry mob. They were driven like cattle towards
Western Germany in the name of humanity.
Previously, Beria had liquidated the Polish intellectuals and national
leaders in the Katyn Woods. Eleven thousand officers, mostly doctors,
professors and artists, were called up from their civilian professions,
were exterminated, and more than a million Poles were carried off to
Siberia. Who were responsible for this? According to the official
records of the U.S. Congress Investigating Commission, Father
Braun reported concerning his Russian adventures (Reports of
Investigations, page 197) that he had seen the secret police at work
between 1936 and 1937, during the days of comrades Jeshov, Jagoda
and, more lately, Beria [all three of them Jews — AUTHOR]. They
were successive chiefs of the secret police. He had also seen the

Russians (Jews) murdering their own countrymen in cold blood. In
view of the fact that internees were murdered by the thousand in the
concentration camps of the Soviet Union, and that these atrocities
were regarded as merely routine work not worthy of mention, it can be
understood that the extermination of influential Poles such as doctors,
writers, professors, teachers and civil servants, etc., was similarly
regarded. The report adds that this was just a part of their general plan,
which was the systematic extermination of racial and national groups.
[Page 189]
Are Jeshov, Jagoda-Herschel and Beria the only culprits haunting
the common graves of the victims of the Katyn Woods? Goriczki, a
Polish witness who escaped from the mass-executions, told the
American Committee investigating into the slaughter of Polish
prisoners at Katyn:
“… when the groups were ready to march, two officers of the
political police, Colonel Urbanovitz and a Muscovite Jew,
Commissar Sirotky, were standing near me. I overheard Sirotky
remarking to Urbanovitz: ‘Yes they are happy and laughing now,
but if they knew what is coming to them…!’” (Reports of
Investigations, page 176.)
So it appears that not only did the Jews organise and carry out the
Katyn Wood mass-murders, but that through Robert Kempner, the
American public prosecutor at Nuremberg, they tried to conceal the
truth from the world.
Thus, in a few days or perhaps in a few hours, they exterminated the
elite of the Polish nation and with it most of the intellectual class.
The colourful, free Hungarian elite, so individual in outlook, was
similarly annihilated in 1945 with the help of the People’s Tribunal

Act, when the list of “war criminals” was handed over to the
Americans.
And so biological class warfare, based on Talmudic commandments,
progresses relentlessly. The Marxist theory has now reached a higher
rung of the ladder. For the physical extermination of the Christian
elite, there are Soviet prisons as well as the gold-diggers’ camps in the
Arctic Circle where, according to recently returned prisoners of war,
five million people are forced to slave. World Jewry, whose total
strength is about 15 million, is clearly aware that it can become the
sole ruling class of all nations, once it succeeds in exterminating those
social layers whose calling, on account of their intellectual faculties
and integrity of character, is to be the leaders of their respective
nations. With this end in view, the ignorant masses, “pink”
intellectuals and other bribable characters are invited to serve the ends
of the world conquerors to the extent of betraying their own race and
nation.
[Page 190]
The conditions prevalent behind the Iron Curtain show more clearly
than anything else that the fifteen million Jews could soon become a
supranational middle-class, ruling over entire nations and whole
continents — ruling class which no longer needs to do any inferior or
subordinate work. Their next generation can safely occupy the leading
positions in all States. They wish no doubt to repeat the feat
accomplished in Soviet Russia, where Jewry moved up from the
bottom to the top of the social ladder.
And to attain this aspiration it is quite enough to carry out the
Talmudic commandment:
“Kill the best of the Goyim!”

Gunnar D. Kümlien has written a very interesting article about
biological class warfare in the Rheinischer Merkur of October 4th,
1957. This paper is closely connected with Chancellor Adenauer. In
this article he records a conversation he had in Moscow recently with
a Russian intellectual just released from one of the Siberian slavelabour camps. He could only speak in the greatest secrecy with this
intimidated, scared man, because it was the forty years of the
Bolshevik Revolution they were discussing.
“That section of society which retained an ideological
independence,” said the Russian, “does not count any longer
today. Its strength twenty years ago was as high as about twenty
percent of the population. It was still ten percent about ten years
ago. Supposing it was to have been reduced one percent per
annum, you can imagine how much is left of it.”
A Swedish journalist, who reported recently on living standards in the
Soviet, gave a shocking picture of proletarian masses crowded in
slums. The party keeps them in such poverty and in such low living
conditions that the whole of their life consists of a ceaseless light to
keep themselves alive, and thus they have no time left to deal with
political problems or to have any thoughts of their own at all.
Should the biological class struggle be applied to the spiritual leaders
of Jewry, the Jews would call “anti-Semitism” at once. Yet the coldblooded, systematic slaughter of the elite of the Russian people and of
the nations behind the Iron Curtain is not anti-Russian, anti-Hungarian
or anti-Chinese! Nevertheless the consequences of this biological class
struggle would remain permanent features even after the downfall of
Bolshevism.
[Page 191]
For the systematic extermination of the elite entails a good many
alarming consequences. Due to the fact that the most cultured

individuals, the most capable workers, the most intelligent farmers
and the most skilled tradesmen and artisans were destroyed in the
countries behind the Iron Curtain, the quality of production in all
trades has sunk accordingly. There is no taste or “finish” applied to the
various goods manufactured. Ornamental skill has become a luxury;
chair legs will not be planed or given a smooth surface, and the most
common consumer goods are no longer available. The “new
intellectuals”, mass-produced through “potted” courses, are nothing
else but the slaves of the masses and are thus unable to direct trade,
finance or agriculture. The level of the sciences is reduced to the
minimum; the doctor becomes a mere quack, and the ordinary
scientist has little more knowledge than a foreman. On the soil of the
Ukraine, the most fertile land on earth, the yield of wheat is lower
now than ever before (eight cwt. per acre) ; the world-famous
vineyards of Tokaj are in ruins and the plants dried up, the standard of
the fruit-growing has regressed 100 years. The wheat fields of the
Banat (in Southern Hungary and Northern Yugoslavia) where, due to
the industry and skill of the German settlers, finest agriculture on earth
flourished, are overgrown today by weeds, and the houses of the
Sudetenland are in ruins. The population lives and starves in misery.
The shapeless felt boots and the standard quilted and padded jackets
are the only articles of clothing available to the enslaved masses.
Whoever can look ahead can but visualise an appalling future:
civilisation buried under the quicksands of the desert or overgrown by
the jungle. Owing to the extermination of the elite, this menace hangs
over the civilisation of all Christian nations as well as over the culture
of all races.
The great martyred Hungarian patriot, Laszlö Endre, prophesied from
his prison:
“Proletarianised Europe will face them [the Jews] with such
debased and brutalised instincts that the most savage means,
necessary to suppress the most savage revolt of slaves, will have
to be used to keep the people in bondage.”

There will be no more revolutions or wars of independence, but slave
risings only. What a future!
[Page 192]
At this juncture somebody may point out that when this stage has been
reached, then in all probability the world conquerors’ power and
privileges will also come to an end. Perhaps they will! But the world
conquerors do not like to look into the future. They sit in the seats of
the mighty.
[Page 193]
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